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Abstract
The linguistic landscapes (LL) model acts to mirror the intricate and dynamic linguistic reality of
public spaces, providing a panoramic view of society and its language practices. A majority of LL
studies have focused on language in the public spaces of large cities, directing less attention to
language practices of less developed small cities. Anshun exemplifies a less developed small city, as
a prefectural urban centre located in Southwestern China, and well-known for its tourism and ethnic
minorities. Ethnic groups as well as tourists from several global regions complexify the
sociolinguistic situation of Anshun.
In this study, we conducted videographic fieldwork to develop understandings of the linguistic
landscapes of Anshun. To analyze the data, we opted for a mixed method approach, combining
broad statistics and semiotics. The monolingual and multilingual signage in public spaces in Anshun
suggests that the Chinese language predominates in these public spaces in interesting ways, yet
English operates as a foreign language pervasively employed in guideboards, advertising billboards,
and tourist signs, so as to facilitate government intentions. The findings thus expose the absence of
ethnic monitories in the cityscape’s landscape, and thus, a specific societal engineering by the
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government. This study provides insights into the linguistic dynamics and the spread of English in a
small Chinese tourist city, and offers visual evidence for the decline of minority languages in Chinese
communities.
Keywords: Linguistic landscape, multilingualism, English, minority languages, tourism

Introduction
The city, as an urban center, is a privileged site of language contact, as a significant showcase of
social and cultural activities, and as a fundamental depository of political and economic power
(Blackwood and Tufi, 2015). A myriad of signs and their semiotics contribute to the construction of
this urban centre; texts displayed on shops, roads, public signs, and billboards, and names of streets
and places, and so forth, all of which constitute the linguistic landscape (LL) of a city (Landry and
Bourhis,1997; Shohamy, 2012). Furthermore, these signs are constructed in such a way so that the
texts appear within spatially definable frames. Backhaus (2007) defined a text within a spatially
definable frame as a linguistic landscape, a definition to which we adhere throughout this paper.
These linguistic landscapes mirror the intricate and dynamic language practices of public spaces,
and provide a panoramic view of social life (Gorter, 2012).
Multilingual cities and their LL have been extensively investigated, particularly in Europe, the
Middle East, and Southeast Asia (Ben-Rafael et al., 2006; Cenoz and Gorter, 2006; Wang and Xu,
2018). China, however, long stereotyped as monolingual, has remained largely devoid of LL studies,
with the exception of work on large urban centers such as Guangzhou (Han and Wu, 2020) and
Suzhou (Li, 2015). Even less attention has been afforded to the linguistic dynamics of small cities,
particularly those in less developed regions.
One such scholarly unattended site is Anshun city, a small tourist city in Southwestern China
(see Figure 1). Anshun has had limited economic development, yet has significant solidarity among
its 20 ethnic groups, all coresiding at various levels. The Standard Chinese language (SC) has largely
dominated the LL of Anshun city. However, with the expansion of tourism over the past twenty
years, the influx of Chinese and international non-locals, together with changes in local language
policies, have expectedly altered the linguistic dynamics of the city. In contrast to its previous
monolingual-oriented LL, Anshun’s linguistic cityscape has gradually transformed itself into a
multilingual-oriented one, increasingly mirroring the multilingual landscapes of cities competing
with Anshun for tourism, thus accommodating the mechanisms of globalization. Nevertheless,
current urban planning has not addressed the potential value of Anshun’s multilingual landscapes,
and the ways in which they may effectively frame the city as a tourist destination seeking to
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accommodate tensions within current neoliberal flows. As with many other urban localities globally,
Anshun’s LL, and how this LL mediates its global positioning, thus require attention.
This paper focuses on the general linguistic landscapes of Anshun city, as a site exhibiting an
extensive range of particular language dynamics. For this, we documented 164 signboards on
Anshun’s urban main roads, including guideboards, publicity signboards, tourist signs, warning signs,
and billboards. Methodically, we draw on work by Ben-Rafael et al. (2006), who argued for a
particular linguistic landscape framework, Scollon and Scollon’s (2003) geosemiotics, and Backhaus’
(2007) framework of multilingual writing. By combining these frameworks with a statistical
description of sign distribution, we provide an analysis of the signage collected in Anshun.
The format of the paper is as follows: In the second section, we describe and critique the
linguistic landscapes of minority languages, as well as multilingualism in the current era. We then
provide a sociolinguistic background of Anshun city, including a description of its geographic and
cultural features, and the linguistic repertoires of its inhabitants. In the third section, we present
the methodical framework of the study, and its appropriation to the linguistic landscapes of Anshun
city. This framework addresses the surveyed regions, the data collection, and the data analysis. In
the fourth section, we analyze the documented data, comparing the situated use of language in
Anshun, and provide a brief but informative semiotic analysis of this data. In the fifth section, we
discuss and summarize the findings, the analysis, and the theoretical significance of the analysis.

Anshun

Figure 1. The Location of Anshun City

Through an analysis of the positioning of languages and the LL of Anshun’s public spaces, this
study will inform work on the larger context of the linguistic dynamics of small cities in China and
beyond. For this, the study identifies tensions between globalization and localization, by drawing on
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elements of sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, such as the use of linguistic signifiers to
effect the inclusion into transnational sectors of cities otherwise isolated through geographical
remoteness and exclusionary political apparatuses.

Multilingualism and Linguistic Contours in Anshun
Over the past few decades, scholarship on linguistic landscapes has offered an innovative approach
to multilingualism and to the understanding of minority languages (Shohamy and Gorter, 2009;
Shohamy, Rafael and Barni, 2010; Van Mensel et al., 2017). LL studies of urban centres have
addressed the rise of multilingualism, while exposing the dilemmas surrounding minority languages
(Bolton, 2012; Gorter, 2013; Blackwood and Tufi, 2015; Rubdy and Said, 2016). These dilemmas
include language policy, language ideologies, and power relations, where urban public spheres have
become contested spaces for competing languages, and for power relations connected to these
languages (Lamarre, 2014).
Despite evidencing the potency of multilingual contexts, many LL studies have contributed to
the strengthening of linguistic and societal normativity, while monolingual linguistic landscapes
remain rare (Gorter, 2013). These studies focus largely on historically multilingual cities, for
example, Kuala Lumpur (Manan et al., 2015), or on global cities with typically monolingual contexts,
such as Tokyo (Backhaus, 2007), Guangzhou (Han and Wu, 2019), and Seoul (Lawrence, 2012). In
contrast, research on multilingualism has limited its focus on small and hence less economically
developed cities. These small cities have a greater degree of monolingualism and have been affected
by globalization to a lesser degree than have large cities.
As from the 1990s, seminal work by Landry and Bourhis (1997) has contributed to the
establishment of LL as a field significant to language in urbanity; the presence of urban LL has
attracted increasing attention from researchers globally (Alomoush, 2018; Han and Wu, 2020;
Lamarre, 2014). Landry and Bourhis (1997) suggest that the LL of an urban centre may act as an
indicator of its ethnolinguistic vitality, as language hierarchies displayed on public signage, for
example, evidence the status of mainstream and minority languages. Cenoz and Gorter (2006)
compared the use of minority languages on public signs in two European cities, arguing that
language policy protects minority languages, where certain LLs may facilitate language maintenance
and revitalization in multilingual settings (Holmes and Wilson, 2017). In such a multilingual city that
houses a diversity of languages, both conflicts and alignments arise between global languages and
those local only to that specific region, and between dominant and minority languages in these
territories.
One urban centre indicative of such a multilingual and multiethnic context is Anshun (Peng,
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2014), a prefectural city situated at the centre of Guizhou Province, in less developed Southwest
China (See Figure 1 above). The city covers an area of 9,267 square kilometers and has a population
of approximately 2.5 million people, according to the seventh national census (2020). In Anshun, SC,
minority languages, and English, all coexist in people’s daily interactions. Its linguistic landscapes
can thus evidence the conflicts and yet alignments among the different languages coexisting in its
one urban locality.
Tourism in Anshun as a now globally recognised city has become its pillar industry. Its extensive
number of scenic attractions and ethnic resources attracts a multitude of both domestic and
international tourists annually, further adding to its tourism industry. According to the Anshun
Statistics Bureau (2019), in the year 2018, the total number of tourists surpassed ten million, and
the gross revenue from tourism surpassed ¥103 billion, with a growth of 35.4% compared to 2017.
Contributing to the efforts of its multiethnic landscape, tourism in Anshun has diversified the city’s
linguistic landscapes.
To date, few studies have addressed the LL of Anshun city: One of these studies (Xiao 2018)
focuses on the low-quality translation of Chinese to English on road signs and street names. Xiao
finds that the form of English nomenclature throughout the city is inconsistent with standardized
English, and the fact that these errors also appear in Romanized Chinese transliteration and in the
word-for-word translation from Chinese to English. The findings suggest that Anshun is becoming
increasingly bilingual, as speakers switch between or mix languages to compensate for their lowered
competence in English. Cai (2019), also pointing out the low-quality translation in Anshun’s public
signs, investigates the LL of Anshun’s urban spaces and scenic locations, to expose a geographically
graduated bilingualism in urban areas, and multilingualism in tourist areas. Here, Cai notes that
Anshun’s urban spaces have a wide variety of Chinese-English bilingual signs, whereas Anshun’s
tourist areas appear to have a greater level of multilingualism, a phenomenon influenced by the
coexistence and mixing of Chinese, English, Japanese, South Korean, and other languages. These
two studies expose Anshun’s efforts to increasingly embrace globalization, and to strengthen its
multilingual landscapes, despite the fact that, in comparison to other regions, Anshun’s
multilingualism appears to be impeded and is still at its early stages. Both studies also indicate that
competition between languages, and the ways in which speakers of any one language accommodate
those of other languages, appear in public spaces.
Minority languages do not appear in Anshun’s public spaces, evident in the lack of signage
containing these languages, suggesting that larger language communities silence minority groups
via the oppressive use of public signage and other modalities, an issue which requires further
exploration. Interactions in formal domains require the use of Anshun’s only official language,
Mandarin Chinese, or Putonghua, as a language employed across Anshun society (Ji, 2018). In
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informal communication, indigenous Han1 inhabitants mostly speak the Chuanqian dialect,2 a subvariety of Southwestern Chinese Putonghua, and the most widely used non-standard dialect in
China, having over 270 million speakers (Zhang and Levis, 2021).
The situation with Anshun’s minority groups appears to be quite complex. More than 20
minority groups exist in Anshun city currently, whereas only six, the Buyi, Miao, Hui, Gelao, Bai, and
Yi, have resided harmoniously in the region with Han populations for several generations, yet have
sustained their own traditional culture and language. These minority groups also mainly cluster
separately in rural areas, but co-reside in Anshun’s suburban or urban areas. The Buyi, Miao, Hui,
and Gelao, together account for 39% of the total population of Anshun (Anshun Municipal
Government, 2020). The Buyi and Miao minorities, as Anshun’s two largest minority groups, occupy
more than 30% of Anshun’s minority population, and are both dispersed across Anshun’s rural,
suburban, and urban regions, that is, across three counties; the Zhenning Buyi and Miao
Autonomous County, the Guanling Buyi and Miao Autonomous County, and the Ziyun Buyi and Miao
Autonomous County (Jia, 2014). The other 18 minority groups in Anshun account for less than 9%
of its total population, and predominantly reside in the rural regions surrounding Anshun city,
though these minority groups are also scattered in Anshun’s suburban or urban regions.
According to Jia’s (2014) estimation, nearly 90% of Miao’s population are native speakers of the
Miao language. Both Miao and Buyi have preserved their heritage languages, yet Buyi has developed
a new alphabetic script system (see Figure 3 below), and Miao has sustained its traditional language
while its writing script system first appeared in the 1950s (see Figure 2 below). The Hui and Bai
minority communities have not retained their respective heritage languages, whereas the Gelao
community has retained its oral language, which Yang and Li (2019) have noted as now severely
endangered, not yet having developed a writing system.
The Gelao language community now has only a few elderly inhabitants, all of whom still speak
the Gelao language fluently. The Yi community continues to use its traditional language, in both
verbal and written forms (see Figure 3 above). Similar to ancient Chinese characters, the traditional
Yi written script is ideographic, having a long history (Nie and Munai Reha, 2017). With the exception
of the Buyi and Miao communities, these minorities will likely lose their heritage languages, through
low ethnolinguistic vitality and silenced societal voices. The limited and declining use of languages
from these ethnic minorities has thus also mediated the expansion of particular styles of signage
through Anshun, as it has in many other urban centres through the Chinese mainland.
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Figure 2. The Christian Bible translated into the Miao language (Shimenkan, 2021)

Figure 3. The Christian Bible translated into the Buyi language (Baidu Baike, 2021)

Figure 4. An ancient book on worship activities written in the Yi language (Baidu Baike, 2021)
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Apart from SC, Chinese dialects, and the minority languages, English has also gained significant
status and visibility in Anshun. China’s educational policy requires that students at all-levels in their
education develop a competence in the English language, as a compulsory subject since 2001 (Shi,
2013). As such, students from primary school to college and university levels develop a basic
functional competence in English, thus further denigrating the use of languages from these minority
groups. In addition, the expansion of tourism and prosperity accompanying this expansion has
deepened the spread of English in Anshun.

Variation across Anshun
Anshun’s current language repertoire includes Mandarin Chinese, English, the Chuanqian dialect,
and the diverse set of minority languages, which occur in communication throughout Anshun
society. However, the situation on public signs differs from oral communication. Local language
policies require Anshun’s street and road names to contain both Mandarin Chinese and English,
aligning with the policies of main Chinese urban centres, such as Beijing and Guangzhou. Bilingual
signs ubiquitously placed throughout Anshun’s public spaces expose a consistency between these
language policies and language on signs. Furthermore, the widespread use of English in public
signage aims to satisfy international tourism, and to create a sense of modernity and internationality
(Xiao, 2018), thus coinciding with the global influence of English.
Despite the fact that Anshun’s language policies encourage the vernacular use of minority
languages in public spaces, they do not clearly stipulate regulations relevant to the use of these
languages. The Regulations on General Language and Script in Guizhou Province (2007), have
mandated that all ethnic groups within the province have the freedom to use and develop their own
languages and scripts. However, minority groups can write languages on signage in public spaces
only with Chinese equivalents provided. The underlying conflicts among regulations such as these
reflect the Chinese government’s ambiguous attitudes towards these and other minority languages.
Furthermore, limited institutional support and decreasing populations of native speakers of ethnic
minorities have resulted in the invisibility of these languages on public signage. Cai’s (2019) field
investigation showcases this substandard use of minority languages on public signs in Anshun’s
tourist and urban areas. Xiao (2018) and Cai (2019) reaffirm both the significant degree of ChineseEnglish multilingualism on public signage in Anshun and yet, in contrast, the limited use of minority
languages. Following on from the above, we suggest that the representations of minority and global
languages in Anshun’s public space require exploration.
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Methodology
Anshun’s complex set of bounded yet overlapping linguistic, socioeconomic, and ethnic scapes, is
such that work on Anshun cannot be exhaustive. Any of several possible methods of analysis can
effectively address the complex state of Anshun’s languages, ethnic communities, and industry, as
well as the tensions between its language and society. One effective method is the LL framework:
Such a framework, we argue, is optimum in landscaping the lingualism of a place such as Anshun, as
it assists the analyst to articulately determine the current state of multilingualism, and to determine
the ways in which the interactions of languages and society inform ideologies, cityscapes, and
political and economic climates.
A sound LL data collection first requires an understanding of the geographical limits of the
surveyable area (Backhaus, 2007). Yet, work in LL attempts to pervade these boundaries, through
the observation of junctures among, for instance, signage on streets or in shopping centers, on
public transport, or in neighborhoods (Gorter, 2018). Once mapped, we can then investigate the
ways in which this signage draws on multilingualism to attract and to accommodate the needs and
intentions of locals and tourists. We have labeled this deliberate drawing on multilingualism as
‘artificial multilingualism,’ which somehow bypasses the symbolic requirements and
multivoicedness of local inhabitants, and which commercially attracts tourists, though this notion is
problematic.
During data collection, we avoided documenting data in scenic and tourist destinations. Rather,
we attempted to document and describe the multilingualism of Anshun city locals as they interact
with one other, through texts in urban areas, and hence away from tourist centres. To arrange the
language corpus, we selected three traffic routes of importance in Anshun city: Ding’an Avenue
(highlighted in red), Huangguoshu Road (highlighted in green), and Shanghai-Kunming Expressway
(highlighted in blue) (see Figure 5). All three of these routes intersect urban Anshun from East to
West, yet in different ways. We have selected these three routes as together they create a
geographic boundary, and each performs a specific and unique role in Anshun’s geography: Ding’an
Avenue, located in the north of Anshun, constitutes part of the loop line around Anshun’s city
center, and is surrounded by villages, industrial and recreational parks, educational institutions, bus
stations, and the airport; Huangguoshu Road has a significant role as it passes through urban
residential neighborhoods, highly-populated business districts, and railway stations; ShanghaiKunming (S-K) Expressway, stretching from Eastern to Western China, has a length of 2730
kilometers, and is one of China’s most important and busiest routes. However, we have limited the
scope to those sections of these routes that sit within the boundaries of Anshun city. This
combination of three traffic routes provides a multilayered landscape of Anshun’s urban areas.
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Red line – Ding’an Avenue
Green line – Huangguoshu Road
Blue line – Shanghai-Kunming Expressway

Figure 5. Data collection area (Baidu Map, 2021)

Following our long-term ethnography and increasing familiarity with Anshun, we opted to video
record these signs, as a viable method of documentation. In contrast to a more common practice of
still photography in the documenting of the LL (Backhaus, 2007; Lou, 2010; Li, 2015), videographic
techniques more comprehensively capture the use of visually presented language. Troyer and Szabó
(2017) discuss this use of video recordings as a collection and documenting tool that surpasses the
use of still photography when capturing signage along transportation routes. As each object enters
and leaves the video frame, videography enables the researcher to document the contextual
sequence of semiotic resources along the intended path (Hult, 2014). To effectively apply this data
gathering technique, we collected video data of signage while driving along the selected traffic
routes, fixing the recorder to the upper middle part of the car window. We documented the data
during early- to mid-2019 and mid- to late-2021, each period thus spanning several weeks.
Through the data analysis, we combine the documentation of signage with the semiotic analysis
and quantitative measurements of these signs. Blackwood (2015) informs us that the marriage of
these methods, a process rare in LL studies, increases the comprehensive overview of language. We
conducted the data analysis in two stages. We initially gathered and analyzed statistics, to
understand the distribution of languages on Anshun’s signage. This data included both top-down
official signage (issued by national and public institutions) and bottom-up unofficial signage
(provided by individuals, for instance, shop owners and businesses), a distinction which we borrow
from Ben-Rafeal et al. (2006). In our efforts to document a large corpus of signage, we omitted signs
too small to capture at our driving speed of 60 km/h, e.g., shop signs, street names, and road names.
We also did not include signs attached to moving vehicles, owing to their transience. Furthermore,
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we counted repeating or duplicate signs only once, due to the redundancy of information in this
repetition. Following the above guidelines and exclusion criteria, we collected a total number of 164
monolingual and bilingual signs.
For the coding process, we adopt the coding system from Ben-Rafael et al.’s approach (2006),
to categorize the data according to language combinations, language locations, and the functions
of signs, such as tourist signs, advertising billboards, and guideboards. Accordingly, we draw on
Geosemiotic theory to develop and conduct a semiotic analysis of these signs and their symbolic
typologies, subsequently interpreting the signs in relation to their material placement and their realworld discursive designs. Geosemiotic theory is of patent significance when contextualizing a sign
(Yao and Grupa, 2020), where the analyst must observes (at least) two sub-systems, that is, visual
and place semiotics. Through such a semiotic analysis, we examine the relationships among multiple
languages presented on Anshun’s signs, where the visual elements, colors, and images in the signs,
provide the underlying code preference and discursive information, and whereas the placements
indicate significant contextual clues. The semiotic analysis assists to further our understandings of
relationships among languages and their possible roles within and across contexts. We argue that,
owing to Anshun’s complex linguistic dynamics and social structures, this multilayered method
provides a more comprehensive perspective.

Results and Findings
A General Landscape of Anshun’s Signage
We generally divided the collected data of 164 official and non-official signs along the three traffic
routes into top-down (official) and bottom-up (non-official) signs (See Table 1 below). Altogether,
five categories emerged as subdivisions of the above two larger categories; i.e., publicity signboards,
guideboards, tourist signs, advertising billboards, and warning signs, which we designated according
to color on public boards and content on signs. In China, regulations exist on the colors of public
boards; guideboards are painted in blue, tourist signs must be brown, while warning signs are in
bright yellow. Publicity signboards and advertising billboards have no restrictions. Furthermore, the
content on signs assists in the differentiation of these signs; signboards presenting the Chinese
government or the Chinese Party’s values are regarded as publicity signboards, whereas boards that
market companies, brands, products, or services, are deemed as advertising billboards.
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Category

Type of item

Characteristics

Top-down (official)

Guideboards

Show directions or information

Publicity signboards

Publicize Chinese gov / Communist Party values

Tourist signs

Direct visitors to tourist destinations

Warning signs

Indicate potential risks or obstacles

Advertising billboards

Market a company, brand, product, or services

Bottom-up (non-official)

Table 1 – Categories of items

Table 2 (below) contains the general statistics of collected signage. Although a wide variety of
ethnic minorities inhabit Anshun, its public signs use a small cross-section of these minority
languages, but which do not appear on any of these 164 items. Along the three surveyed traffic
routes, SC appears in and dominates 100% of items, both with and without English. As such, signs
in Anshun’s urban linguistic cityscapes include only these two languages, in various permutations,
where other foreign and ethnic minority languages are omitted.
Language

Surveyed areas
S-K Expressway

Huangguoshu Road

Ding’an Avenue

Chinese only

50.0 (n=40)

53.4 (n=31)

38.5 (n=10)

Chinese-English

50.0 (n=40)

46.6 (n=27)

61.5 (n=16)

Total

100.0 (n=80)

100.0 (n = 58)

100.0 (n=26)

Table 2 – Items by languages in three surveyed areas (no. of items and %)

The distribution of signs changes with each geographic region. For example, the density of signs
gradually decreases from South to North. The highest number of signs (n = 100) appears on S-K
Expressway, while the lowest number of signs (n = 26) appears on Ding’an Avenue, which is close to
the urban centre. Following these ground level statistics, we suggest that the density of signs and
their LL are, to an extent, predicated on the activity occurring within each respective region. Robust
traffic and business activities influence the density of linguistic landscapes along S-K Expressway and
Huangguoshu Road, owing to the fact that S-K Expressway is the most significant or main traffic
route, and Huanguoshu Road is surrounded by local communities and business centres (See Figure
5 above). S-K Expressway and Ding’an Avenue cater to bilingual communities, while Huangguoshu
Road possibly caters to monolingual communities. Along S-K Expressway, the number of Chinese
monolingual signs is similar to the number of Chinese-English bilingual signs. Monolingual signs
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slightly dominate Huangguoshu Road (53.4%), whereas bilingual signs significantly dominate
Ding’an Avenue (61.5%). The targeting of readers determines the extent to which these signs appear
as monolingual or bilingual. Road signs are designed to engage local inhabitants, whereas signs on
S-K Expressway and Ding’an Avenue aim to appeal to tourists and passersby, and hence non-locals.
Table 3.1 (below) compares patterns of language variation according to sign category. All
multilingual signs in urban Anshun contain only Chinese and English, i.e., a total number of 93 signs
documented, accounting for 56.7% of all signs documented. Official and non-official signs tend to
contain bilingual texts, suggesting that bilingualism is the choice of public and private sign
producers, where Anshun’s public space is skewed toward becoming bilingual.
Language

Categories

Total no. of items

Top-down (official)

Bottom-up (non-official)

Chinese only

42.3% (n=44)

45.0% (n=27)

43.3% (n=71)

Chinese-English

57.7% (n=60)

55.0% (n=33)

56.7% (n=93)

Total

100% (n=104)

100% (n=60)

100% (n=164)

Table 3.1 – Language distribution according to general categories and types of items

The data in Table 3.2 (below) indicates that guideboards, advertising billboards, and tourist signs,
numerically constitute the top three bilingual signs, where publicity signboards and warning signs
tend to be monolingual.
Language

Types of items
Guideboards

Publicity
signboards

Tourist signs

Warning signs

Advertising billboards

Chinese only

26.7% (n=12)

91.3% (n=21)

9.5% (n=2)

60.0% (n=9)

45.0% (n=27)

Chinese-English

73.3% (n=33)

8.7% (n=2)

90.5% (n=19)

40.0% (n=6)

55.0% (n=33)

Total

100% (n=45)

100% (n=23)

100% (n=21)

100% (n=15)

100% (n=60)

Table 3.2 – Language distribution according to specific categories and types of items

Largely influenced by the expansion of the tourist industry, English has strong representation in
these signs, appearing in 90.5% of all tourist signs. Chinese-English multilingual tourist signs rank
first in number at 90.5%, where Chinese-English multilingual guideboards rank second in number at
73.3% of all guideboards. Advertising billboards constitute the third-largest number of multilingual
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signs, at 55.0% of the total documented advertising billboards.
The results in Table 3.2 do not fully match our results in Anshun’s scenic locations. We
documented multilingual signs in 2018, i.e., prior to the corpus of early- to mid-2019 and mid- to
late-2021. At the time of data gathering in 2018, of the 124 tourist signs, we found 110 multilingual
signs, accounting for 88.7%. The Chinese-English pattern amounted to 59.7%, English-Japanese signs
accounted for 12.9%, Chinese-English-Japanese-South Korean signs amounted to 11.3%, and
Chinese-English-Japanese-Korean-French signs amounted to 3.2%. Figure 6 (below) presents a
typical example of multilingual signs widely placed in Anshun’s scenic locations. These signs combine
Chinese with other languages, and in this case, English, Japanese, South Korean, and French. On
multilingual signs, Chinese mostly appears as the language dominant in size and position, while
foreign languages are mostly placed in second position as smaller text.

Figure 6. Multilingual signs in Anshun’s scenic locations captured in 2018

In contrast to the multilingualism in Anshun’s scenic locations, its urbanity contains significant
bilingualism. Here multilingual signs refer to those with three or more languages, while bilingual
signs contain only Chinese and English. In Figure 7 (below), a bilingual tourist sign on ShanghaiKunming Expressway contains the Chinese text first, fully translated into smaller English below.
Aligning with Scollon and Scollon (2003), the Chinese text on the sign represents the dominant
language, while English represents the subordinate language of the two. Scollon and Scollon note
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that, in such signs, “the preferred code is on top, on the left, or in the center and the marginalized
code is on the bottom, on the right, or on the margins” (p. 120). Only one design category appears
in Figure 7, that is, one code preference for bilingual signs. I discuss the other types in detail below.

Figure 7. A Chinese-English tourist sign on S-K Expressway

Location-Specific Uses of Language
Patterns of data across Anshun’s locations deviate from the overall average. The general LL in
Anshun does not accurately represent nor align with local patterns. Table 4.1 below presents the
pattern of language in signs along S-K Expressway, where the degree of bilingualism is 70.6% on
signboards, 100% on tourist signs, 54.5% on warning signs, and 59.4% on advertising billboards.
However, publicity signboards have a high degree of monolingualism; only one bilingual publicity
signboard appears on Shanghai-Kunming expressway, the rest of which contain Chinese (87.5%).
The publicity signboard in China is unique as a public sign in that it aims to publicize the core values
and political policies of the country, and thus, it targets only local inhabitants, and not tourists.
Language on publicity signboards is thereby highly dominated by the official language, Chinese.
Language

Guideboard

Publicity
signboard

Tourist signs

Warning signs

Advertising
billboard

Chinese only

29.4% (n=5)

87.5% (n=7)

0.0% (n=0)

45.5% (n=5)

40.6% (n=13)

Chin-Eng

70.6% (n=12)

12.5% (n=1)

100% (n=12)

54.5% (n=6)

59.4% (n=19)

Total

100% (n=17)

100% (n=8)

100% (n=12)

100% (n=11)

100% (n=32)

Table 4.1 – Signs according to language along S-K Expressway
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Tables 4.2 and 4.3 (below) articulate patterns along Huangguoshu Road and Ding’an Avenue. In
contrast to S-K Expressway, bilingual warning signs do not appear on Huangguoshu Road and
Ding’an Avenue. Publicity signboards are mostly in Chinese on Huangguoshu Road (92.3%) and
Ding’an Avenue (100%), similar to S-K Expressway. The general situation along Ding’an Avenue
correlates with that of S-K Expressway, exhibiting bilingualism on guideboards (70.0%), tourist signs
(100%), and advertising billboards (55.6%), and monolingualism on publicity signboards (100%).
Language

Guideboard

Publicity
signboard

Tourist signs

Warning signs

Advertising
billboard

Chinese only

22.2% (n=4)

92.3% (n=12)

40.0% (n=2)

100% (n=3)

52.6% (n=10)

Chin-Eng

77.8% (n=14)

7.7% (n=1)

60.0% (n=3)

0.0% (n=0)

47.4% (n=9)

Total

100% (n=18)

100% (n=13)

100% (n=5)

100% (n=3)

100% (n=19)

Table 4.2 – Signs according to language along Huangguoshu road

As an anomaly, along Huangguoshu Road, monolingual advertising billboards (52.6%)
outnumber bilingual billboards (47.4%), and two monolingual tourist signs appear. In this respect,
language use along Huangguoshu road is unique, having a significant degree of monolingualism. The
proximity of signs to Anshun’s urban center correlates positively with their increasing use of
monolingualism. As Huangguoshu road represents the most important traffic route for local
inhabitants and is surrounded by residential areas, the monolingualism on signs along the road
reaffirms the influence of localization. Despite language policy requirements for guideboards to
include both Chinese and English, monolingual guideboards (22.2%) and monolingual tourist signs
(40.0%) appear along Huangguoshu Road (see Table 4.2 above).
Language

Guideboard

Publicity
signboard

Tourist signs

Warning signs

Advertising
billboard

Chinese only

30.0% (n=3)

100.0% (n=2)

0.0% (n=0)

100% (n=1)

44.4% (n=4)

Chin-Eng

70.0% (n=7)

0.0% (n=0)

100% (n=4)

0.0% (n=0)

55.6% (n=5)

Total

100% (n=10)

100% (n=2)

100% (n=4)

100% (n=1)

100% (n=9)

Table 4.3 – Signs according to language along Ding’an Avenue
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Towards a Semiotic Interpretation of Signs in Anshun
The LL of a context deems its written text as significant as any other visual element. Written texts
embody a plurality of symbolisms that mediate our understandings of the use of language, while
exhibiting both language-content and language-spatial relationships in ways unique to the written
text. In this section, we will discuss language-spatial and language-content relationships as they
apply to the texts on signs throughout Anshun. The notion of language-spatial relationships
contained in bilingual or multilingual signs describes a code preference and positioning, while the
degree of translation on bilingual or multilingual signs determines their language-content
relationships (Sebba, 2013).
To discuss the linguistic landscape of Anshun and its signage, we borrow from Backhaus (2007),
who classifies signs into four categories: Homophonic signs, mixed signs, polyphonic signs, and
monophonic signs. In contrast to Reh’s framework (2004), which classifies multilingual writing into
four types: duplicating, fragmentary, overlapping, and complementary, Backhaus’ typology
addresses both language content and language-spatial relationships, by blending fragmentary and
overlapping types, and by adding the monolingual type, thus allowing for a comprehensive
description of writing on signage in Anshun.
Homophonic signs refer to those signs with bilingual content, where the sign makers have fully
and accurately translated or transliterated across languages, and which exhibit a symmetrical
language-spatial relationship. Figure 7 (above) contains a typical homophonic sign on ShanghaiKunming Expressway. This sign contains two fully translated languages; the Chinese text and
information are translated fully into English. With regards to spatiality, a smaller English font
appears symmetrically below the larger Chinese font. The size of the Chinese font, and its placement
above the smaller English text, frame Chinese as the dominant and main language along the
expressway and surrounding areas. This textual design aligns with the argument by Scollon and
Scollon (2003), that dominant languages appear at the top, left, or center of signs, thus
overpowering those languages that sign producers deem subordinate. Here, targeted readers are
speakers of either Chinese or English, or both.
As Chinese dominates most bilingual signs throughout Anshun, SC has attained a dominant
status. Figures 7, 9, and 10 present three different categories of bilingual signs, in which, Chinese
predominates. Chinese is printed in a size larger than English, and is strategically placed above
English or at the centre of the board. Acknowledging Scollon and Scollon’s (2003) code preference
system, we suggest that Chinese is the preferred code, apparent on most homophonic signs
documented in Anshun. However, as an exception, English dominates a small number of bilingual
signs. The homophonic sign in Figure 8 contains both Chinese and English as mutually translated,
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having a symmetrical language-spatial relationship. Both languages have the same font size and
vertical position. GYB (the GuiYang Bank abbreviation), the English name of a local bank, appears on
the left, indexing an attempt to highlight the English title and to potentially create a sense of
internationality and thus high-quality service. The emergence of English-dominant bilingual signs
evidences the influence of globalization on Anshun’s language dynamics. We should note here that
homophonic signs are consistent with local language policies, where English appears with its
Chinese equivalent.

Figure 8. A Chinese-English advertising billboard on S-K Expressway

In the mixed-signs category, two languages are partially translated or transliterated, and both
have an asymmetric language-spatial relationship. Mixed signs frequently appear on advertising
billboards in Anshun, and vary widely with regards to the amount of translated or transliterated
content. On nearly 100% of bilingual billboards, the English brand name appears along with an
equivalent Chinese name that itself contains English loanwords. Figure 9 (below), taken on Ding’an
Avenue, and Figure 10 (below), taken n Huangguoshu Road, both provide two examples of this
category. These two images share a similar code preference system, where Chinese is the dominant
language, and English is the intended subordinate language. However, they both vary significantly
in terms of the degree of their mixed content.
In Figure 9, a mixed bilingual sign on Ding’an Avenue, produced by a local realtor, advertises the
sale of a property. With most information written in Chinese, the Chinese names of the agency and
the block address have been translated into English. However, the names differ slightly in code
preference: The realtor has chosen to emphasize its English name by placing it to the left, yet
emphasizes the block’s Chinese name by placing it at the top. The most essential parts of the
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message, including the agency’s opening time and the block’s specific information, only appear in
Chinese, thus appealing to locals as the target readers. The language-spatial relationship is
asymmetrical, due to the dominance of the Chinese text. It is noteworthy that the writers have not
translated the two loanwords ‘VIP’ and ‘OPEN,’ which are otherwise familiar to locals, into the
Chinese phrase. The insertion of English into SC text appears to provide a sense of exoticism, which
thus transpires to status elevation in that the locals see themselves as associating with a privileged
English-speaking society, whose exotic elements they can volitionally draw into their own context.
This agency to bring in exotic influences suggests that locals to Anshun closely associate themselves
with a high quality of life ideologically connected to internationality, a phenomenon common to
Chinese mainlanders (Han and Wu, 2019). In addition, the use of single English words and phrases
within a matrix of Chinese texts frequently summons the respect of targeted customers, and instills
in the customers the notion that they themselves are well-educated, owing to the connection of
English competence and elitism in China (Shi, 2013). Figure 10 (below) taken on Huangguoshu Road
also exemplifies a mixed category sign. This guideboard, targeting Chinese and English speakers,
contains four road names and two tourist destinations. Three road names are partially translated
into English, where the English name of Longquan Road (龙泉路) is omitted, owing to limited space.
Surrounded by two arrows, the limited space leaves no room for its English equivalent, thus limiting
the text to only the Chinese name. The distance markers appear only in English, and hence without
their Chinese equivalents. In China, the abbreviations ‘KM’ and ‘M’ as loanwords are widely used
when indicating distance, which people recognize without translation. However, most of its
translated content renders the guideboard pseudo-homophonic. In contrast to the symbolic value
of English names in Figure 9, English in Figure 10 also serves an informative function.
In the polyphonic signs category, signs contain two or more untranslated or untransliterated
languages. These signs require both sign producers and the targeted readers to have some degree
of bilingual proficiency, in that the contents of each language are independent of one other. Figure
11 (below), a bilingual billboard on S-K Expressway, created by the wooden door company ‘TATA,’
illustrates this point. The English brand name TATA, directly inserted into the company name and
the advertising slogan, appears twice on the billboard without translation or transliteration, and
without a Chinese translation or transliteration. Chinese and English are complementary on this
billboard, as different parts of information appear in different languages (c.f. Reh, 2004), evidencing
complementary bilingualism. The code-mixing aims to attract readers who speak Chinese and
English. However, the insertion of simple English words indexes the low biliteracy of sign producers,
and hence the immaturity of bilingualism in Anshun’s cityscape. As current language policies require
translation in polyphonic signs, this sign evidences an inconsistency between language policies and
language practice, thus presenting a competition between languages.
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Figure 9. A mixed advertising bilingual billboard on Ding’an Avenue

Figure 10. A mixed guideboard located on Huangguoshu Road

Figure 11. A polyphonic advertising bilingual billboard on S-K Expressway
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An absence of English on billboards suggests a predominance of Chinese speaking communities,
as well as an appeal to local customers, as in the image in Figure 11 above. This localization becomes
a linguistic intimacy between the company and its customers. In addition to this, owing to current
ideologies of Chinese products having high quality, the inclusion or sole use of Chinese in signs may
index high quality and low cost, aligning with the ‘good-reasons’ and ‘presentation of self’ principles
proposed by Ben-Rafael (2009). This extensive variety of monophonic signs in Anshun’s urban
spaces confirms the weak influence of English in local commerce, and more so in contrast to major
or global urban centres in China.
In the monophonic sign category, only one language appears. Figure 12 (below) presents a
typical monophonic sign, documented on S-K Expressway. The text on the billboard, advertising
flooring products, appears only in Chinese, targeting locals or readers of Chinese. We were not able
to find monophonic signs in Anshun written in English, where all monophonic signs documented
appear in Chinese.

Figure 12. A monophonic advertising billboard on S-K Expressway

Expanding on Anshun’s Linguistic Landscapes
Each of the four categories of signs in Anshun’s public spaces aligns with one of the four degrees of
multilingualism described above, and thus reflects the degree of biliteracy of sign writers and
targeted readers. We present the distribution of these categories in Table 5 (below), and hence, the
distribution of monolingual and multilingual writing. Here, mixed signs constitute the largest group
of multilingual writing, as 62 items (37.8%). The remaining bilingual signs belong to the homophonic
category, at 30 items, accounting for 18.3 %. We documented only one polyphonic sign in Anshun’s
cityscape. The other 71 items (43.3%) are written in only one language, that is, Chinese. This large
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number of mixed and monophonic signs indicates the low-level biliteracy of locals. Among the four
sign categories, monophonic signs do not require biliteracy, mixed and polyphonic signs can be
created by writers with low-level biliteracy, while only homophonic signs require a matured
biliteracy by readers. Monophonic signs in Anshun are designed by or for people who are literate
only in Chinese.
Writing type

Multilingual Writing (n=93)

Monolingual Writing (n=71)

Total

Homophonic

Mixed

Polyphonic

monophonic

n

30

62

1

71

164

%

18.3%

37.8%

0.6%

43.3%

100

Table 5 –Distribution of multilingual and monolingual writing

The partial translation on mixed signs may arise from two possibilities; an unintentional practice
by sign producers who do not have a level of biliteracy adequate to mutually translate between
Chinese and English, and a deliberate emphasis on the key content or message, through its
repetition in both Chinese and English. The semiotic purposes, or even benefits, of such mixed signs
include linguistic intimacy between sign producers and customers, class mobility, trust in product,
and interethnic exclusion. Mixed signs accommodate bilingual readers, yet poor translation or
transliteration may well impede the informative intentions and functions of those bilingual signs.
Polyphonic signs, as boards that include some simple English translated into Chinese phrases or
sentences, undoubtedly evidence the insufficient biliteracy of writers, as English words mainly
appear in a disjointed manner within the larger Chinese syntax matrix. The large number of mixed
and polyphonic signs contributes to a language practice that conflicts with current language policies.
These policies forbid the printing of foreign languages in public spaces without their Chinese
equivalents. However, the unintentional or deliberate practices of the inclusion of English at times
evidence the influence of English on local policies.
Transliteration largely appears during the translation of road, street, and shop names in
Anshun. These names are Romanized, and thus affected by English. From the time of the 1950s, the
Chinese government began to advocate the use of this Romanized system, also called Chinese
Pinyin, as the phonetic symbol for Standard Chinese. Pinyin is closely associated with English, and
assists students in spelling Chinese characters during education and phonetic appropriation of these
characters. However, Pinyin is not a normal writing script in China, where in 1977, the United
Nations formally adopted Pinyin as the standard for the notation of Chinese geographical locations,
which encourages the use of transliteration of these names of locations.
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Homophonic signs require signwriters to exhibit a mature or balanced level of Chinese-English
biliteracy, as the information in these signs is fully translated between English and Chinese.
However, homophonic signs account for 18.3 % of all signs (30 items), while mixed signs account for
37.8%. A majority of Anshun’s homophonic signs are top-down, as they are produced by national
and public institutions, and their language is scrutinized by official bureaus, so as to maintain
standardization. Despite these efforts, private business or individuals, exhibiting ‘grassroot literacy’
(Blommaert, 2013) largely create mixed or polyphonic signs. This unbalanced distribution among
the categories suggests that signwriters in Anshun have developed a skewed biliteracy, and exposes
a gap in English competence between elites and the grassroots of Anshun’s society.

Discussion
The LL of Anshun’s urban areas is a complex one, not unlike those in other larger urban cities. This
LL presents Anshun’s urbanity and its society as bilingual, despite its patent multilingualism in scenic
locations. Apart from Chinese, only English appears in public spaces. Here, local language policies
have a significant influence on the styles of bilingual signs that themselves strongly represent a
bilingual community (Dal Negro, 2009). The vast majority of bilingual signs (91.4%) on guideboards,
advertising billboards, and tourist signs, clearly evidences this and the fact that tourism and
commerce drive bilingualism in Anshun city.
However, bilingualism, and the degree to which it occurs, vary according to the category of sign
appearing in Anshun’s public spaces. Guideboards and tourist signs are largely homophonic
throughout Anshun, as they contain mutual and full translations. Billboards tend to be mixed due to
their partial translation, having much less bilingual character than do guideboards and tourist signs,
an imbalance possibly emanating from the extent to which tourist activities demand bilingualism.
These guideboards and tourist signs are relevant to tourist activities, whereby they provide
necessary road and tourism information. Publicity signboards, warning signs, and billboards, tend
to have more monolingual-oriented content, owing to their intimate relationship with the locals.
It is noteworthy that bilingualism in Anshun’s urban spaces has not reached a strong level of
maturity, but is still in its early stages. Anshun’s emergent bilingualism appears to be manifested in
the following three ways: Firstly, in terms of code preference, English is largely framed as
subordinate, as most signage is Chinese-prominent. English font is usually smaller than Chinese, and
usually below the Chinese text. Secondly, translation to English is frequently of poor quality. Yet,
transliteration or word-for-word translation is common for road, place, or company names. The
Romanization of Chinese (Pinyin) has become the most frequent source of transliteration. However,
mistranslation or grammatical errors commonly appear on public signs. For example, in Figure 6,
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the sign presents Anshun as ‘tour city,’ rather than ‘tourist city.’ Such errors are normal in Anshun’s
signage, exposing a lack of English competence in sign makers. Thirdly, simple English loanwords
frequently appear in signs. For example, in mixed signs, the noun, adjective and verb ‘VIP,’ ‘OPEN,’
and ‘LOVE,’ are commonly integrated into Chinese syntax. All of these expose the unsatisfying
biliteracy of Anshun’s grassroots, indicating that Anshun’s society is at an early stage of bilingualism.
The current emergent bilingualism in Anshun exposes a dilemma in the city, that is, a contested
tension between globalization and localization. Booming tourism has forced this small Chinese
tourist city to align itself with globalization and its flows. The influx of global tourists has increased
the multilingual demand for intensified linguistic landscapes. Anshun’s linguistic cityscape would
well benefit from becoming more multilingual, to fulfill tourists’ needs. Yet, an impeded economic
development has strengthened the city’s vernacular culture, where the exclusion of this vernacular
culture would require Anshun’s public space to become more monolingual. The contested tensions
between global and local forces has also impeded the development of local minority languages.
Minority languages are largely absent in Anshun’s linguistic landscapes, i.e., in its public spaces. No
minority language appears among the 164 documented items, despite the fact that the minority
groups in Anshun city account for 39% of the total population (Census, 2020). This invisibility of
minority languages on signs indexes their low-level positioning within the community, and the
disappointing power structures within the community, that is, the fact that minority languages have
become subordinate to Chinese and even English. Contingent on the demands of local language
policies, minority languages can be included in public signage, but only when accompanied by their
Chinese equivalents. The silencing of minority languages in Anshun’s public spaces by the
overwhelming influence of Chinese and English, and the sandwiching of these minority groups
between globalization and localization, contributes to the loss of these minority languages.
In line with the earlier explanation, signage throughout Anshun assists to exacerbate the decline
in use of heritage languages, apart from those of the Miao and Buyi communities (Yang, 2020). In
addition, this decline is also assisted by the fact that many minority languages have no writing
system, where the Miao and Buyi communities use writing systems newly created in the 1950s, yet
these writing systems have not been widely accepted and adopted due to a variety of factors. These
historical factors also impede the growth of minority languages (Xiong, 2012), which generally opt
for SC during intergroup and intragroup communication. As such, an increasing invisibility of
minority languages in Anshun’s public spaces, in unison with their writing systems, clearly correlates
with the decreasing number of minority language native speakers.
Anshun’s education policies overemphasize the use of Chinese and English, but marginalize the
use of minority languages. The National Language Law (2000) endorsed Chinese Mandarin as the
standard instructional language, and as the only official language for education, media, and other
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formal domains. In addition, English is deemed to be the most important foreign language
throughout China, and in 2001 was officially declared a compulsory subject in grade schools, in
tertiary education, and in exams, requiring students at all levels to develop their English
competence, as “an important asset to both educational and economic achievement” (Shi, 2013,
p.9 4). Although Chinese educational policies empower minority groups to draw on their heritage
language, and provide long-term bilingual education, including a development of Chinese and
minority languages at a very early age, minority groups are continuously confronted with heritage
language loss, owing to the decreasing number of native speakers and the disharmony between the
revitalization of minority languages and educational/economic achievement. As such, policy makers
and educators must implement more effective and high-quality bilingual education, in order to
protect endangered languages.

Conclusion
We question whether the invisibility of minority languages in public spaces illustrates a low-level
ethnolinguistic vitality in the Anshun region. Landry and Bourhis (1997) regard LL as the most visible
marker of ethnolinguistic vitality. However, Barni and Bagna (2010) point out that “there is no direct
relationship between the presence of a language in an area, its vitality and its visibility” (p. 15). We
ourselves argue that the ethnolinguistic vitality of a particular language must consider linguistic,
extra-linguistic, and contextual factors. However, a discussion of ethnolinguistic vitality is beyond
the scope of this paper, and we call for work on the ethnolinguistic vitality of small cities in China,
such as Anshun. To discuss the ethnolinguistic vitality of the region, work on bottom-up signage is
needed across the boundaries of urban centers, and hence into rural and suburban regions, where
minority communities reside. The surveyed areas in this study fall along three traffic routes in
Anshun city, all which tourist and commercial activities largely influence, and where language
policies strongly regulate public and private signage. Expectedly, top-down signs outnumber the
bottom-up (see Table 3.1 above).
The findings of this study coincide with Yang’s (2020) statement on the minority language
dynamics in Guizhou province. Yang’s field investigation revealed that the number of minority
language users in Guizhou is decreasing, thus predicting the limited use of minority languages in
urban or suburban areas. As such, minority language maintenance in Guizhou is extremely urgent.
Institutional support in education, law, and media domains is critical, in order to sustain or revitalize
minority languages (Holmes, 2013). Subsequently, the visibility and salience of minority languages
in public spaces would constitute another method of language maintenance or even revitalization.
The participation of social actors, such as sign producers and readers, can also contribute to the
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understanding of Anshun’s linguistic dynamics, where interview data could inform opinions on LL
(Barni and Bagna, 2015). A larger collection of LL data, scattered throughout transportation axes,
shopping areas, or residential areas, would also support the results of an extended LL, as would
language ideologies and identities behind English and minority languages.
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Endnotes
1

Han, also called Han Chinese, is an ethnic group dominant in China, named after China’s Han Dynasty. According to
China’s seventh national census (2020), Han Chinese accounts for 91.11% of the population of China.
2
The Chuanqian dialect is a sub-variety of Southwestern Mandarin, used in Sichuan Province, Chongqing municipality
and Guizhou Province, possibly originating in Sichuan and Guizhou, spreading to Hubei, Yunan, Guangxi provinces.

